
DEAR COMRADES AND FRIENDS

The attached documentation of News items will appraise you of the political
situation in Ceylon. The burning question of the Tamil masses is now receeding
to what one would call a bourgious democratic dialogue between the representatives
of the hierachy of both Sinhalese and Tamils. The willingness of the elected
leadership of the Tamils to negotiate with thier conterparts while the continueing
adamont determination of the chauvanistic government not to give in to the genuine
demands of the Tamils have created a new crises.

It is apparent that the masses of eylon are witnessing a new dimentional situation
between the Sinhalese and Tamils; the Tamil masses are watching a caputilation policy
by the bourgious democratic interest and its non-revolutionery allies and a resistance
stand by the Revolutioneries; the Sinhala masses are watching the remnants of its
own racial elements inciting racialism to aid the chauvanistic government to devide
and rule Sinhalese and Tamils; while both progressives and revolutioneris in the
country are pondering and hegling over non- fundermental ts^sues for a proletarian
change. We of the EELAM RESEARCH ORGANISERS commited to Socio-Economic and
Political emancipaticn of Tamils !sn Ceylon, are forced to consider the wider impli-
cations of the situation.

It is in this context that we have decided to call for an urgent and immediate
meeting of the Tamilsl living labrbad (pertTcularly in London ) for a discussion on the
present crises. .The discussion is to review the outcome of the Presidential Commiss-
on and the general consensus given to the Elected Leadership.

The DISCUSSION WILL TAKE PLACE ON SATURDAY(T59-79) BETWEEN 4 and 7pm.
Dr.Sonyer of the Tukish Federated Cyprus will be a special commentator for this
discussion.

We shall thank you to participate and express your openion.

FOR DETAILS jghaagJILAMft Contact Dr. Nithy Anandan on 01-904-3937.

Issued by Political Department.
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We are Eelawar our language is Tamil our Land is Eelam

www.tamilarangam.net
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